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LOG MINING TO MODIFY
GRAMMAR-BASED TEXT PROCESSING

described. The functions may comprise receiving an activity

log, wherein the activity log comprises information indicative
of: an input instruction, a determined function, wherein the

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

determined function is based at least in part on a match of the

input instruction to a grammar-based textual pattern, wherein
the grammar-based textual pattern indicates an association of

The present disclosure claims priority to US. Provisional
Application No. 61/705,997, ?led on Sep. 26, 2012, the entire

a given function based on one or more grammars, and a

response determination based on an acknowledgment of the

determined function. The functions may further comprise
comparing at least a portion of the activity log with stored

contents of which are herein incorporated by reference.
BACKGROUND

activity logs so as to determine a correlation between the

Computing systems such as personal computers, laptop
computers, tablet computers, cellular phones, among many
other types of computing systems, are increasingly prevalent

functions may comprise based on the correlation, determin
ing a modi?cation to a given association of the given function

activity log and the stored activity logs. Still further, the
5

in numerous aspects of modern life. As computers become

functions may comprise providing information indicative of
the modi?cation to the given association of the given function

progressively more integrated with users’ everyday life, the
convenience, e?iciency, and intuitiveness of the user-inter
faces by which users interact with computing devices
becomes progressively more important.
A user-interface may include various combinations of

based on the one or more grammars. Yet still further, the

based on the one or more grammars so as to update the

grammar-based textual pattern.
20

In yet another aspect, a system is described. The system
may comprise at least one communication interface. The
system may further comprise at least one processor. Still

hardware and software which enable the user to, among other

things, interact with a computing system. One example of a

further, the system may comprise data storage comprising

modernuser-interface is “voice control” that may allow a user

program instructions executable by the at least one processor

to provide speech data to a computing system in order to

25

recogniZe verbal inputs. The data may be received, translated
into text, and processed by the computing system, and may

for performing functions. The functions may comprise
receiving, from a device, an activity log, wherein the activity
log comprises information indicative of: an input instruction,

ultimately be used by the computing system as a basis for

a determined function, wherein the determined function is

executing certain computing functions.

based at least in part on a match of the input instruction to a

One mechanism used to facilitate recognition of verbal
inputs is a grammar. A grammar may de?ne a language and

30

grammar-based textual pattern, wherein the grammar-based
textual pattern indicates an association of a given function

includes a syntax, semantics, rules, in?ections, morphology,

based on one or more grammars, and a response determina

phonology, etc. A grammar may also include or work in
conjunction with a set of word patterns, often referred to as a
“grammar-based textual pattern,” which may include one or
more words. Speech recognition systems may use the gram
mar and the word patterns to recogniZe or otherwise predict

tion based on an acknowledgment of the determined function.
35

stored activity logs. Still further, the functions may comprise

the meaning of a verbal input (e. g., what patterns of words to
expect a human to say) and, in some cases, to formulate a
response to the verbal input, that may take a form of one or

The functions may further comprise comparing at least a
portion of the activity log with stored activity logs so as to
determine a correlation between the activity log and the
based on the correlation, determining a modi?cation to a
given association of the given function based on the one or

40

more computing functions.
SUMMARY

more grammars. Yet still further, the functions may comprise
providing to the device information indicative of the modi?
cation to the given association of the given function based on
the one or more grammars so as to update the grammar-based

textual pattern.
In one aspect, a method is described. The method may

45

comprise receiving, from a device, an activity log, wherein
the activity log comprises information indicative of: an input
instruction, a determined function, wherein the determined
function is based at least in part on a match of the input
instruction to a grammar-based textual pattern, wherein the
grammar-based textual pattern indicates an association of a

by reading the following detailed description, with reference
where appropriate to the accompanying drawings.
50

given function based on one or more grammars, and a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an example communication system in
which an example method may be implemented.

response determination based on an acknowledgment of the
determined function. The method may further comprise com

paring at least a portion of the activity log with stored activity

These as well as other aspects, advantages, and altema

tives, will become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic drawing of an example com
55

logs so as to determine a correlation between the activity log

puting device.
FIG. 3 illustrates a schematic drawing of another example

and the stored activity logs. Still further, the method may

computing device.

comprise based on the correlation, determining a modi?ca
tion to a given association of the given function based on the

FIG. 4 depicts a ?ow chart of an example method.

one or more grammars. Yet still further, the method may 60

comprise providing to the device information indicative of the
modi?cation to the given association of the given function

FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate example computing devices per
forming functions in accordance with an example method.
FIGS. 6A-6D illustrate other example computing devices
performing functions in accordance with an example method.

based on the one or more grammars so as to update the

grammar-based textual pattern.
In another aspect, a computer readable memory having
stored therein instructions executable by a computing device
to cause the computing device to perform functions is

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
65

In the following detailed description, reference is made to
the accompanying ?gures, which form a part hereof. In the

US 8,473,300 B1
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?gures, similar symbols typically identify similar compo

personal computer or a mobile device, among others. Further,
an example system may take the form of computer readable
medium, which has program instructions stored thereon that
are executable by a processor to provide functionality
described herein. Thus, an example system may take the form

nents, unless context dictates otherwise. The illustrative

embodiments described in the detailed description, ?gures,
and claims are not meant to be limiting. Other embodiments

may be utilized, and other changes may be made, without
departing from the scope of the subject matter presented
herein. It will be readily understood that the aspects of the
present disclosure, as generally described herein, and illus
trated in the ?gures, can be arranged, substituted, combined,
separated, and designed in a wide variety of different con
?gurations, all of which are explicitly contemplated herein.
The following detailed description may disclose methods
and systems for log mining to modify grammar-based text

of a device such as a server, or a subsystem of such a device,

which includes such a computer readable medium having
such program instructions stored thereon.
FIG. 1 illustrates an example communication system 100
in which an example method may be implemented. In FIG. 1,
a client device 102 may communicate with a server 104 via
one or more wired and/ or wireless interfaces. The client
device 102 and the server 104 may communicate within a

network. Alternatively, the client device 102 and the server
104 may each reside within a respective network.
The client device 102 may be any type of computing device
or transmitter including a laptop computer, a mobile tele

processing. In one aspect, a server entity may be con?gured to
perform the methods described herein. The server entity may
be con?gured to receive an activity log from a client device

(e.g., a mobile device). The activity log may include infor
mation identifying speech or text based data processed by the
client device. In some examples, the speech-based data may
include an output from a speech recognition application on
the client device. The client device may work in accordance
with server entity and may be con?gured to receive a verbal
input from a user of the client device, parse the verbal input to

phone, or tablet computing device, etc., that is con?gured to
transmit data 106 to or receive data 108 from the server 104 in
20

The client device 102 may include a user interface, a com

munication interface, a processor, and data storage compris
ing instructions executable by the processor for carrying out
one or more functions relating to the data sent to, or received

recogniZe one or more words, identify one or more functions

to perform associated with the recogniZed words, and per

25

form the one or more functions (e.g., executing an application
on the client device).

More speci?cally, the activity log received from the client
device may include an input instruction, a determined func
tion, and a response determination. The input instruction may
include a text string (e. g., one or more words). The text string
may be representative of one or more spoken utterances of a
user of the client device. The determined function may be
based at least in part on a classi?cation of the input instruc
tion, and the classi?cation may include a matching of the

The server 104 may be any entity arranged to carry out the
30

35

Further, the server 104 may be con?gured to send data 108 to
or receive data 106 from the client device 102. The server 104
may include a speech recognition module 110 (or, in some
embodiments, a text recognition module) which may be con
?gured to process the data 106 received from the client device
102. In some examples, speech or text recognition may be

The data 106 received by the server 104 from the client
device 102 may take various forms. For example, the client
40

edgement may be an action taken by the user of the client
device in response to an execution of the determined function
by the client device. For example, a user of the client device

device 102 may send an audio recording of one or more

spoken utterances of a user of the client device 102. The
server 104 may then convert the audio to text and parse the
text in order to identify one or more functions to perform. In

may reject (e.g., a negative acknowledgement of the deter

another example, the client device 102 may convert the audio
45

possible.

to text locally and then send the text information to the server

104 to be parsed. In yet another example, the client device 102

The server entity may also be con?gured to compare at

may parse the text locally, determine one or more functions to
perform, execute the one or more functions, and send infor

least a portion of the activity log with previously stored activ

mation indicative of the parsing, determining, and executing

ity logs so as to determine a correlation between the activity

log and the stored activity logs. Further, based on the deter

method and computing device functions described herein.

performed by a separate entity, or by the client device 102.

the grammar-based textual pattern may include one or more
associations of a given function to perform based on one or
more grammars. The response determination may include an

mined function) a determined function. Other examples are

by, the server 104. The user interface may include buttons, a
touchscreen, a microphone, and/or any other elements for
receiving inputs, as well as a speaker, one or more displays,

and/or any other elements for communicating outputs.

input instruction to a grammar-based textual pattern. Further,

acknowledgement of the determined function. The acknowl

accordance with the method and functions described herein.

50

mined correlation, the server entity may then determine a
modi?cation to be made to a given association of the given

to the server 104. The client device 102 may also send to the
server 1 04 a response determination indicative of an acknowl

edgement (e. g., a user acknowledgement) in response to the

one or more determined functions. In still another example,
function to perform based on the one or more grammars. In
the client device 102 may receive a textual input from a user
some examples, a server entity may determine that no modi
?cations need be made to one or more given associations. 55 of the client device 102 rather than a verbal input. The client

After determining the modi?cation, the server entity may
provide to the client device information indicative of the
modi?cation so as to update the grammar-based textual pat
tern.

Systems, methods, and devices in which example embodi

60

ments may be implemented will now be described in greater

detail. In general, described methods may be implemented by
a computing device. In one example, a computing device may
take the form of or include a server, which may receive

information from and provide information to a client device,
such as a mobile phone. However, the described methods may
also be implemented by other computing devices, such as a

65

device 102 may then parse the text input and send information
to the server 104. Other examples are also possible.
The data 108 sent to the client device 102 from the server
104 may take various forms. For example, the server 104 may
receive an input instruction, a determine function based at
least in part on a match of the input instruction to a grammar
based textual pattern, and a response determination from the
client device 102. The server 104 may then determine a modi
?cation to the grammar-based textual pattern and send to the
client device 102 information indicative of the modi?cation
so as to update the grammar-based textual pattern. Other

examples are also possible.

US 8,473,300 B1
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made by the user to take a speci?c action Within a speci?c
application (e. g., requesting directions from X to Y in a map

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic drawing of an example com

puting device. In FIG. 2, the computing device takes a form of

application). If the verbal/textual input is successfully
matched (or parsed) by the client device, the client device
may send information indicating that the map application (the

a server 200. In some examples, some components illustrated

in FIG. 2 may be distributed across multiple servers. HoW

ever, for the sake of example, the components are shoWn and
described as part of one example server 200. The server 200

determined function) is successfully executed upon user

may be a computing device, cloud, or similar entity that may
be con?gured to perform the functions described herein.

request. It should be understood that the de?nition of a “suc

cessful matching” may vary. Several examples of such de?
nitions Will be described in later ?gures.

The server 200 may include a communication interface

202, a speech recognition module 204, a grammar module
206, a processor 208, and data storage 210. All of the com
ponents illustrated in FIG. 2 may be linked together by a

The server 200 may also receive a response determination
based on an acknoWledgement of the determined function. An
acknoWledgement may take various forms, such as a response
(or lack thereof) from a user of the client device.

communication link 212. The server 200 may also include
hardWare to enable communication Within the server 200 and

In some examples, after receiving the activity log, the

betWeen the server 200 and another computing device (not

server 200 may access the reference data 216 in order to
compare the received activity log With one or more stored

shoWn). The hardWare may include transmitters, receivers,
and antennas, for example.

activity logs 218. If the determined function is accepted by the

The communication interface 202 may alloW the server

200 to communicate With another device (not shoWn), such as
a mobile phone, personal computer, etc. Thus, the communi
cation interface 202 may be con?gured to receive input data

user, the server 200 may store and associate the input instruc

tion With previous input instructions that may have been
20

the server 200 may determine a statistic indicative of a rate of

successful matching of varying input instructions to the same

from one or more computing devices, and may also be con
?gured to send output data to the one or more computing

devices. In some examples, the communication interface 202
may also maintain and manage records of data received and
sent by the server 200. In other examples, records of data may

determined function. The statistic may be stored With the

activity statistics 220 along With previously determined sta
25

be maintained and managed by other components of the
The speech recognition module 204, Which may also be

nection; hoWever, Wireless connections may also be used. For
30

example, the communication link 212 may be a Wired serial
bus such as a universal serial bus or a parallel bus. A Wired

match the received input to a grammar-based textual pattern,

connection may be a proprietary connection as Well. The
communication link 212 may also be a Wireless connection

Which may include one or more grammars. Grammars may be

produced and/or stored by a grammar module 206. In some

examples, speech or text recognition may be performed by a

tistics and utiliZed at a later point in time in order to modify
grammars and/or determine neW statistics. Other examples
are also possible.
The communication link 212 is illustrated as a Wired con

server 200.

referred to as a text recognition module, may be con?gured to
parse a received input (such as a verbal or textual input) and

matched to the same determined function. In other examples,

35

client device. Grammars may be produced and/ or stored at the

using, e.g., Bluetooth® radio technology, communication
protocols described in IEEE 802.11 (including any IEEE
802.11 revisions), Cellular technology (such as GSM,
CDMA, UMTS, EV-DO, WiMAX, or LTE), or Zigbee® tech

client device as Well.
nology, among other possibilities. One or more remote com
The processor 208 may include a counter module 209. The
counter module 209 may include a counter value indicative of
puting devices may be accessible via the Internet and may
a number of occurrences of a correlation betWeen an input 40 include a computing cluster associated With a particular Web

received from the client device and previously stored inputs.

service (e.g., social-netWorking, photo sharing, address book,

The counter module 209 may be con?gured to increment the

etc.).

counter value based at least in part on the number of occur

FIG. 3 illustrates a schematic draWing of another example
computing device 300. In FIG. 3, the computing device takes

rences. In some examples, one or more functions of the server

200 may be inhibited by the counter module 209 When the
counter value is less than, or exceeding, a threshold.
The data storage 210 may store program logic 214 that can
be accessed and executed by the processor 206. The data
storage 210 may also store reference data 216 that may be
used to produce grammars or determine modi?cations to the

a form of a client device 300. In some examples, some com

ponents illustrated in FIG. 3 may be distributed across mul

tiple computing devices. HoWever, for the sake of example,
the components are shoWn and described as part of one

example client device 300. The client device 300 may be a

mobile device, desktop computer, email/messaging device,

grammars. The server 200 may be con?gured to access the

tablet computer, or similar device that may be con?gured to

reference data 216 upon receiving an input from a client

perform the functions described herein.

device. The reference data 216 may include activity logs 218

The client device 300 may include a communication inter
face 302, a run-time module 304, a logging module 306, a

received from one or more client devices, and activity statis
tics 220 determined based on comparisons made betWeen

55

stored activity logs 218. In some examples, the activity sta

processor 308, and data storage 310. All of the components
illustrated in FIG. 3 may be linked together by a communi
cation link 312. The client device 300 may also include hard

tistics 220 may include the counter value of the counter mod
ule 209.
In one example, the server 200 may receive an activity log

Ware to enable communication Within the client device 300

from a client device. The activity log may include an input
instruction. The activity log may further include a determined
function, or information indicating the determined function,

include transmitters, receivers, and antennas, for example.

and betWeen the client device 300 and another computing
device (not shoWn), such as a server entity. The hardWare may

speci?c application (e. g., opening a map application). In

The communication interface 302 may alloW the client
device 300 to communicate With another computing device
(not shoWn), such as a server. Thus, the communication inter
face 302 may be con?gured to receive input data from one or
more computing devices, and may also be con?gured to send

another example, the input instruction may indicate a request

output data to the one or more computing devices. In some

based at least in part on a match of the input instruction to one
or more grammars. In one example, the input instruction may
indicate a request made by a user of the client device for a

65
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examples, the communication interface 302 may also main
tain and manage records of data received and sent by the client
device 300. In other examples, records of data may be main
tained and managed by other components of the client device

puting devices may be accessible via the Internet and may
include a computing cluster associated With a particular Web

service (e.g., social-netWorking, photo sharing, address book,

etc.).
FIG. 4 depicts a How chart of an example method. Method

300.

The run-time module 304 may be con?gured to perform

400 may include one or more operations, functions, or actions
as illustrated by one or more of blocks 402-408. Although the

grammar-based textual pattern matching utiliZing grammars
Which may be provided by the server. In one example, the

blocks are illustrated in a sequential order, these blocks may
also be performed in parallel, and/or in a different order than
those described herein. Also, the various blocks may be com

run-time module 304 may perform speech/text recognition
functions locally at the client device 300, similar to the speech
recognition module 204 described in FIG. 2. In another

bined into feWer blocks, divided into additional blocks, and/

example, the run-time module may only be con?gured to

or removed based upon the desired implementation.
In addition, for the method 400 and other processes and

receive a textual input (also referred to as an input instruction)
from a separate module con?gured to convert a verbal input
into the textual input. It should be understood, that the func

methods disclosed herein, the block diagram shoWs function
ality and operation of one possible implementation of present

tions performed by the run-time module 304 may be divided

embodiments. In this regard, each block may represent a
module, a segment, or a portion of program code, Which

betWeen the client device 300 and one or more servers in a

particular netWork. HoWever, strictly client-side and/or

includes one or more instructions executable by a processor

purely server-side run-time functions are possible as Well. In
some examples, the run-time module 304 may utiliZe a given
grammar in order to parse a textual input. By parsing the

or computing device for implementing speci?c logical func
20

on any type of computer readable medium, for example, such

textual input, the run-time module 304 may perform argu
ment identi?cation along With pattern classi?cation. Argu

as a storage device including a disk or hard drive. The com

ment identi?cation may include assigning one or more argu

ments to one or more portions of the given textual input.
Pattern classi?cation may include assigning a function to

perform to a given textual input. The parsing of a textual input
may take various forms, and several examples of Which Will
be described in later ?gures.
The run-time module 304 may perform grammar-based/
rule-based textual pattern matching using a variety of tech
niques, such as by use of ?nite state machines, algorithms, or

25

non-transitory media, such as secondary or persistent long
term storage, like read only memory (ROM), optical or mag
30

netic disks, compact-disc read only memory (CD-ROM), for
example. The computer readable medium may also be any
other volatile or non-volatile storage systems. The computer

other techniques knoWn by those having ordinary skill in the

readable medium may be considered a computer readable
35

storage medium, for example, or a tangible storage device.
For the sake of example, the method shoWn in FIG. 4 Will
be described as implemented by a server in communication
With a client device. It should be understood that other entities
can implement one or more steps of the example method.

may send an output comprising a record of the textual input

and the result of the parsing of the textual input to the logging
module 306 con?gured to store the output received from the
run-time module 304. The logging module 306 may also be
con?gured to store one or more portions of the textual input,

puter readable medium may include non-transitory computer
readable medium, for example, such as computer-readable
media that stores data for short periods of time like register
memory, processor cache and Random Access Memory
(RAM). The computer readable medium may also include

art. In some examples, the run-time module may be con?g

ured to perform speech recognition as Well.
After parsing the textual input, the run-time module 304

tions or steps in the process. The program code may be stored

Initially, at block 402, the method includes receiving an
40

activity log from a device. In one example, the server may

receive an activity log from the client device. The activity log

including any portion that may not have been successfully

may include an input instruction in the form of a text string,

parsed due to one or more incorrect grammars. In some

such as “driving directions to NeW York City.” The activity log

examples, the logging module 306 may store data locally at
the client device 300. In other examples, the logging module
306 may store data remotely at another computing device.

may further include a determined function based at least in

The logging module 306 may then send data to the server to
be processed so as to update grammars associated With the
textual input. Modi?cations may often be made to an incor
rect grammar When an unsuccessful parsing occurs due to the
incorrect grammar. The logging module 306 may store and

organiZe the data received from the run-time module 304.
The data storage 310 may store program logic 314 that can
be accessed and executed by the processor 308. The data
storage 310 may also store grammars 316 utiliZed by the
run-time module 304.

45

mars. In this example, the client device may have received a

verbal input of the phrase “driving directions to NeW York

City” and performed the matching prior to sending the activ
50

55

The communication link 312 is illustrated as a Wired con

nection; hoWever, Wireless connections may also be used. For

nology, among other possibilities. One or more remote com

input instruction is successfully matched (or parsed, or clas
si?ed) by the client device, the client device may send infor
mation indicating that the map application (the determined
function) is successfully opened in accordance With a user’s
request. Further, if the input is successfully matched, the map
application may provide directions to NeWYork City from the
based textual pattern matching of an input instruction may

60

depend on one or more grammars used by a run-time module
of a client device. A successful matching may be de?ned as a

matching of one or more portions of the input instruction With

a given function to perform, irrespective of Whether the given

using, e. g., Bluetooth® radio technology, communication
protocols described in IEEE 802.11 (including any IEEE

802.11 revisions), Cellular technology (such as GSM,
CDMA, UMTS, EV-DO, WiMAX, or LTE), or Zigbee® tech

ity log to the server. The input instruction may indicate a
request made by a user of the client device for a speci?c
application, such as a map application in this example. If the

user’s current location to the user. A successful grammar

example, the communication link 312 may be a Wired serial
bus such as a universal serial bus or a parallel bus. A Wired
connection may be a proprietary connection as Well. The
communication link 312 may also be a Wireless connection

part on a match of the input instruction to one or more gram

65

function to perform is a function desired by a user of the client
device. One or more functions performed by the client device

based on the input instruction provided by the user may not
agree With the actual intentions of the user.

US 8,473,300 B1
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as to determine a correlation betWeen the activity log and the

In some examples, a “parsing” of an input instruction may
refer to a classi?cation of one or more portions of the input

stored activity logs. More speci?cally, the comparing may

instruction

comprise comparing one or more portions of the activity log

Referring to the input instruction, “driving directions to

With one or more portions of at least one stored activity log.

NeW York City,” the run-time module may include one or
more grammars for a portion of the textual input, “New York

In one example, an activity log may comprise an input
instruction of “navigate to NeW York City,” a determined
function of NAVIGATE, and a response determination based
on a negative acknoWledgement of the determined function
by a user of a client device. In this example, the response

City.” The grammar associated With “New York City” may
differ depending on other portions of the input instruction.

For example, the portion of the input instruction, “driving

determination may indicate that the determined function Was
not desired or accepted by the user. A server may then com

directions,” may be classi?ed as a MODE associated With a

function to perform (i.e., a NAVIGATE function), and “NeW

pare the activity log With stored activity logs to determine a
history of response determinations corresponding to input

York City” may be classi?ed as a DESTINATION based on

the “driving directions” portion of the input instruction,
travel rather than simply a location. In another example, an

instructions similar to “navigate to NeW York City.” For
example, at least one stored activity log may comprise the
same input instruction and the same determined function, but

activity log may include an input instruction, “Where is NeW
York City?” In this example, the “Where is” portion of the

a response determination based on a positive acknoWledge
ment of same determined function rather than a negative

Which indicates that a user of the client device may envision
“NeW York City” as a destination to Which the user Wishes to

acknoWledgement. Further, the at least one stored activity log

input instruction may be classi?ed as a MODE associated

With a function to perform (e.g., a LOCATE function), and

20

“NeW York City” may be classi?ed as a LOCATION based on

may indicate that at least one user of a client device (a differ
ent user of a different client device, or possibly the same user

the portion of the input instruction “Where is” (or possibly

of the same client device) accepted the determined function of

just “Where”), Which indicates that a user of the client device

NAVIGATE in response to a similar input instruction.

may envision “NeW York City” as a location that the user
Wishes to see on a map in a map application (e.g., via a

It should be understood that “similar input instruction”
25

dropping of a pin at the requested location, NeWYork City, on
a map).
HoWever, in another example, a user may desire a map

displaying driving directions to NeW York City, yet the user
may provide an input instruction of “Where is NeW York

30

may indicate that at least one portion of a ?rst input instruc
tion may be identical to at least one portion of a second input
instruction. In some examples, a ?rst input instruction may
only be compared With a second input instruction if more than
one portion of the ?rst input instruction is identical to a
second input instruction. The methods Which are used to

City?” In this example, depending on one or more grammars

compare input instructions, determined functions, and

used, the run-time module may associate the input instruction
With a LOCATE function rather than a NAVIGATE function

response determinations may vary. In general, a variety of
methods may be used to determine Which stored activity logs

that the user desired. In other examples, “Where is” may be

to use in the comparing.

classi?ed as a MODE associated With a NAVIGATE function 35

to perform rather than a LOCATE function to perform. It is
also possible that a grammar may not exist for a given input
instruction. Alternatively, a grammar may be incomplete,

?dence score may be representative of a rate at Which a

thus resulting in an unsuccessful matching. For example, in
the absence of a grammar associated With “driving direc
tions” and/or “NeW York City,” the input instruction may not
be associated With a function to perform. Other examples are

40

determined function is accepted (via a response determina
tion). For example, a majority of users may have accepted a
given determined function based on a match of a given input

instruction With a given grammar-based textual pattern. Thus,
a high con?dence score may be determined for the given
grammar-based textual pattern. Further, a server may then

also possible.

receive a neW activity log comprising the given input instruc

Still referring to block 402, the activity log may further
include a response determination based on an acknoWledge

In some examples, a server may associate a con?dence

score With a given grammar-based textual pattern. The con

45

tion and a response determination based on a negative

ment of the determined function. For example, the deter

acknoWledgement of the given determined function.

mined function of the input instruction, “driving directions to

Although the neW activity log indicates that a user did not

NeW York City” may include a NAVIGATE function. In this
example, the user of the client device may provide a positive
acknoWledgement of the determined function if the user

accept the given determined function and therefore did not
accept the match of the given input instruction to the given
grammar-based textual pattern, the high con?dence score
may be used as an indicator that the given grammar-based
textual pattern is in good form and no modi?cation is needed.
Alternatively, a loW con?dence score for the given grammar

50

desired that the NAVIGATE function be performed. The
response determination may indicate the positive acknoWl
edgement. The NAVIGATE function may cause the map

application to open and display driving directions from a
current location of the user to NeW York City, and a positive

based textual pattern may be used as an indicator that the
55

acknoWledgement may result from the user leaving the map

given grammar-based textual pattern requires a modi?cation.

application open rather than closing the map application.

In other examples, a server may associate a con?dence
score With at least one given grammar associated With a given

Alternatively, the user may not have desired that the NAVI
GATE function be performed, to Which the user may respond

textual pattern Which includes one or more grammars collec

by subsequently closing the map application. The closing of

function to perform, rather than With a given grammar-based
60

the map application may include a response determination

indicative of a negative acknoWledgement of the determined
function. In general, a response determination may include
any action taken by a user of a client device responsive to a

determined function being initiated or performed.
At block 404, the method includes comparing at least a

portion of the received activity log With stored activity logs so

65

tively associated With a given function to perform. In still
other examples the server may include a counter con?gured to
count activity logs that comprise one or more similar charac
teristics. The counter may include a given threshold, Which
may be calibratable. Further, a modi?cation to a given gram
mar-based textual pattern may be inhibited or prevented until
the counter exceeds the given threshold. Other examples are

also possible.
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At block 406, the method includes, based on the correlation
determined in block 404, determining a modi?cation to a
given association of the given function to perform based on

In some examples, the given grammar-based textual pat
tern may not recognize/classify all portions of the input
instruction. Further, a server may modify (in accordance with
the methods and functions described herein) a given associa

the one or more grammars. At block 408, the method includes

providing information indicative of the modi?cation to the
given association of the given function to perform so as to

tion of a given function to perform based on one or more

update the grammar-based textual pattern.

pattern such that all portions of the input instruction may be
matched. Referring to the example illustrated in FIG. 5A, a
server may continuously receive activity logs from a plurality
of client devices in which a portion of the input instruction

grammars so as to update a given grammar-based textual

For example, a user may provide an input instruction,

“open my calendar,” and a portion of the input instruction,
“open,” may be associated with a determined function in
which a calendar application is executed on the client device

may not be recogniZed, such as the “Remind me” portion. The

and provides the user with a window in which to edit a new

activity logs may indicate, via respective determined func

event for the calendar. An activity log comprising the input
instruction may be compared with stored activity logs and

tions and respective response determinations, that users of the
plurality of client devices may desire to set an alarm for a new

correlation may be determined. Based on the correlation, the

event added to a calendar, and the server may modify given

server may modify the association of the portion of the input

associations so as to associate “Remind me” with a function

instruction, “open,” with the function to perform (possibly

to perform, SET ALARM.

through a modi?cation of one or more grammars) such that

FIG. 5C illustrates a response determination based on an

the portion of the input instruction, “open” may be associated

acknowledgement of the determined function. In this
example, the user of the client device 300 provides a positive
acknowledgement indicative of an accepted determined func
tion. A server may then receive, from the client device 300,

with a new function to perform in which a calendar applica
tion opens without providing the user with a window in which

20

to edit a new event for the calendar. The server may then

provide, to the client device, information indicative of the

the activity log comprising the input instruction, the deter

modi?cation, thus updating the grammar-based textual pat

mined function, and the response determination.
FIGS. 6A-6D illustrate other example computing devices
performing functions in accordance with an example method.
For the illustrated examples, the computing device shown
includes the client device 300 described in FIG. 3, but it
should be understood that the computing device may take
other forms and/or may include components different than
those illustrated in FIG. 3.

tern. Therefore, future input instructions similar to “open my
calendar” may then be matched with the updated grammar
based textual pattern such that the portion of the input instruc

25

tion “open” may be associated with the new function to per

form. Other examples are also possible.
FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate example computing devices per
forming functions in accordance with an example method.

30

For the illustrated examples, the computing device shown

Referring to FIG. 6A, a user of a client device 300 may

includes the client device 300 described in FIG. 3, but it
should be understood that the computing device may take
other forms and/or may include components different than
those illustrated in FIG. 3.

provide a verbal input verbal input to the client device 3 00 and
the verbal input may be converted to an input instruction in
which the input instruction includes a text string representa

35

tive of one or more utterances of the user of the client device

FIG. 5A illustrates a user of a client device 300 providing

300. The input instruction, “How do I get to New York City”

a verbal input to the client device 300. The verbal input may
be converted to an input instruction in which the input instruc

may be classi?ed by associations of one or more functions to
perform based on one or more grammars. The run-time mod

tion includes a text string representative of one or more utter 40 ule may match only a portion of the input instruction to a
ances of the user of the client device 300. The run-time
grammar-based textual pattern. In the illustrated example, the

module (which located locally at the client device 300, for this
example) may parse and match the input instruction to a given
grammar-based textual pattern. The input instruction illus
trated in FIG. 5A, “Remind me to meet John for lunch today
at one o’clock P.M.,” may be classi?ed by associations ofone

portion, “NewYork City,” may be classi?ed as a LOCATION,
but other portions of the input instruction may not be classi
?ed. In some examples, “How do I get to” may be classi?ed as
45

or more functions to perform based on one or more grammars.

a MODE associated with a function to perform, LOCATE. In
other examples, a lack of a classi?cation of a portion of the
input instruction, such as “How do I get to,” may result in a

In this example, multiple portions of the input instruction may

default function to perform (e.g., LOCATE) based on another

each be associated with a respective function based on the one
or more grammars. The logging module of the client device

portion that was classi?ed, such as “New York City.” As a
50

300 may store an activity log comprising the input instruction
and information indicative of the parsing of the input instruc

New York City on a map.
In some examples, the determined function based on a

tion. Other information may be stored as well.
FIG. 5B illustrates a determined function based at least in

part on the matching of the input instruction to the given

matching of the portion, “New York City,” may include the
55

grammar-based textual pattern. The entirety of the input
instruction may be associated with the determined function in
which a calendar application on the client device 300 opens

client device 300 opening an intemet browser and displaying
one or more images of New York City. In other examples, the
grammar-based textual pattern matched to the portion, “New
York City,” may determine other functions to perform. Fur

ther, the grammar-based textual pattern matched to the input

and allows the user to create a new calendar event. Further,

“Remind me” may be recogniZed as a MODE associated with

result of the matching, the determined function may include
the client device 300 opening a map application and locating

60

instruction may be modi?ed by a server based on compari

a function to perform, SET ALARM, “today” and “one
o’clock” may be recogniZed as a DATE, and “meet John for

sons between one or more activity logs and determined cor
relations between the one or more activity logs so as to deter

lunch” may be recogniZed as a SUBJECT. Still further, por

mine the other functions to perform.

tions including words such as “to” and “at” may be ignored by
a parser, yet such words may be stored by a run-time module
of the client device 300 at a logging module of the client
device 300.

FIG. 6B illustrates a response determination based on an
65

acknowledgement of the determined function. In this
example, the user of the client device 300 provides a negative
acknowledgement indicative of a rejection of the determined
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function. The server may then receive, from the client device

of the comparison, a modi?cation may be made to a given
association (or, in this case, a lack of an association) of the
given function to perform (or, in this case, a lack of a function

300, the activity log comprising the input instruction, the
determined function, and the response determination. The
server may compare the received activity log With stored

to perform) based on one or more grammars. More speci?

activity logs that may comprise similar input instructions,

cally, the modi?cation may ensure that “edit schedule” results
in the same determined function as “edit calendar,” in Which

determined functions, and/or response determinations. For
example, one or more stored activity logs may comprise, for
example, an input instruction, a determined function, and a

a calendar application opened and alloWed a user to add a neW

event to a calendar. Therefore, an input instruction, “edit
schedule for Tuesday,” may open a calendar application, dis

response determination as illustrated in FIGS. 6C-6D.

In some examples, the grammar-based textual pattern
originally matched With the input instruction, “HoW do I get

play Tuesday’ s schedule to a user, and alloW the user to add a
neW event to Tuesday’s schedule.
In some examples, a server may employ (in addition to, or

to NeWYork City?” may be modi?ed based on a comparing of

the activity log With a plurality of stored activity logs. Further,
the plurality of stored activity logs may comprise a plurality

alternative to, the methods and functions disclosed herein)

complex machine-learning and natural language processing

of response determinations indicative of a rejection of a deter

algorithms (e.g., a part of speech tagger, a syntactic parser, a

mined function (e.g., locating NeW York City on a map). Still

named entity tagger, etc.) con?gured to modify grammars and

further, a counter coupled to the server may count the plural
ity of response determinations. The server may also deter

grammar-based textual patterns based on input data received
in an activity log, such as portions of an input instruction that
may have been successfully matched by a run-time module of
a client device, and portions of the input instruction that may
not have been successfully matched by the run-time module

mine other statistics indicative of the rejection of the deter
mined function. The grammar-based textual pattern may be
modi?ed based on a correlation betWeen the activity log and
the stored activity logs, and the correlation may be based at

20

of a client device.

In some examples, a correlation determined by comparing
an activity log to stored activity logs may be indicative of an

least in part on the counter and/ or the other determined sta

tistics.

Referring to FIGS. 6C-6D, the grammar-based textual pat

25

tern of FIGS. 6A-6B may be modi?ed so as to classify the

portion of the input instruction, “HoW do I get to,” as a MODE
associated With a function to perform, NAVIGATE, such that
the determined function may include the client device 300

opening the map application and providing directions to the

may be indicative of a determined function and a response
30

determination that are commonly provided by users of client
devices. Further, multiple users may desired the same deter

mined function, yet the multiple users may provide input

user to NeW York City from the user’s current location. The
user may then provide a response determination based on a

instructions that differ from each other. As a result, each
respective input instruction may be matched to a respective

positive acknowledgement of the determined function, as
illustrated in FIG. 6D.
In some examples, a grammar-based textual pattern may

input instruction that is commonly provided by users of client
devices. Additionally or alternatively, the correlation deter
mined by comparing an activity log to stored activity logs

35

grammar-based textual pattern, and each respective gram
mar-based textual pattern may result in varying determined

lack of one or more associations of a given function based on
one or more grammars, thus resulting in a user rejection of the

functions. Over a period of time, a server may receive activity
logs from client devices of the multiple users and compare

given function to perform. HoWever, by implementation of

each activity log so as to provide an updated grammar-based
textual pattern that may determine a function to perform that

the described method 400, an association may be added. In
some examples, an association may be removed. In other

40

perform. Other examples are also possible.

is accepted by a majority of users. By implementing the
methods and functions described herein, a server may learn

examples, an association based on a grammar may be
replaced by a neW association based on a neW grammar. In
still other examples, an association based on a grammar may
be replaced by a neW association based on a neW function to

from each received activity log via comparisons and correla
tions betWeen each received activity log and one or more

stored activity logs.
45

In some examples, one or more stored activity logs at a

In one example, a user may provide an input instruction,

server may include a training set of activity logs. The training

“edit schedule for Tuesday.” In this example, the user may

set of activity logs may include activity logs predetermined
by human input prior to the server receiving any activity logs

intend to add a neW event to a calendar via a calendar appli

cation on a client device. The input instruction may be

matched to a given grammar-based textual pattern resulting in

50

from one or more client devices. After production of the
server begins, the server may be con?gured to compare

received activity logs With the training set of activity logs so

a determined function in Which a calendar application opens
and displays Tuesday’s schedule to the user. The user may

as to build a larger database of stored activity logs. Unlike

then promptly close the calendar application, thus providing

activity logs received from client devices, the training set of

a response determination based on a negative acknoWledge
ment of the determined function. The determined function

activity logs may include data that does not depend on gram
mar-based textual patterns. For example, the server may be

55

initially con?gured to classify all input instructions including

may indicate that a portion of the input instruction, “schedule
for Tuesday” Was matched With the given grammar-based

the text, “directions,” as a MODE associated With a function

textual pattern, but the portion “edit” (or possibly “edit sched
ule”) Was not recognized and/ or matched.

Further, the server may receive an activity log comprising
the input instruction, the determined function, and the
response determination, and compare the activity log to

60

ther, the classi?cation of input instructions including the text,
“directions,” may change based on activity logs received from

stored activity logs. A comparison may be made to one or

more respective activity logs comprising a respective input
instruction, “edit calendar,” Which resulted in an accepted
determined function in Which a calendar application opened
and alloWed a user to add a neW event to a calendar. As a result

to perform, NAVIGATE, Which may cause a map application
to open and display driving directions from a current location
of the user to any LOCATION determined from the input
instruction based on a parsing of the input instruction. Fur

client devices after the initial con?guration of the server
65

including the training set of activity logs. In other examples,
one or more stored activity logs may be validated and main

tained by humans. Human input may also be used to validate
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receiving an activity log, Wherein the activity log com
prises information indicative of:
an input instruction,

one or more statistics determined based on the one or more

stored activity logs. Other examples are also possible.
It should be understood that arrangements described herein
are for purposes of example only. As such, those skilled in the
art Will appreciate that other arrangements and other elements

a determined function, Wherein the determined function
is based at least in part on a match of the input instruc
tion to a grammar-based textual pattern, Wherein the
grammar-based textual pattern indicates an associa

(e. g. machines, interfaces, functions, orders, and groupings of
functions, etc.) can be used instead, and some elements may
be omitted altogether according to the desired results. Fur

tion of a given function based on one or more gram

ther, many of the elements that are described are functional
entities that may be implemented as discrete or distributed

mars, and
a response determination based on an acknoWledgment

components or in conjunction With other components, in any
suitable combination and location.
While various aspects and embodiments have been dis
closed herein, other aspects and embodiments Will be appar

of the determined function;
comparing at least a portion of the activity log With stored

ent to those skilled in the art. The various aspects and embodi

based on the correlation, determining a modi?cation to a

activity logs so as to determine a correlation betWeen the

activity log and the stored activity logs;
given association of the given function based on the one

ments disclosed herein are for purposes of illustration and are

not intended to be limiting, With the scope being indicated by
the folloWing claims.
We claim:

or more grammars; and

providing information indicative of the modi?cation to the
given association of the given function based on the one
20

receiving, from a device, an activity log, Wherein the activ

ity log comprises information indicative of:

computing device includes at least one server entity.

an input instruction,
a determined function, Wherein the determined function
is based at least in part on a match of the input instruc
tion to a grammar-based textual pattern, Wherein the
grammar-based textual pattern indicates an associa

25

1 1. The computer readable medium of claim 8, Wherein the
input instruction includes a text string representative of one or
more spoken utterances.
30

a response determination based on an acknowledgment

of the determined function;
comparing at least a portion of the activity log With stored

sequent command, of Which possibilities are based at least in

35

13. The computer readable medium of claim 8, Wherein the
function of receiving the response determination comprises
receiving information indicative of an acceptance of the
determined function.
14. The computer readable medium of claim 8, Wherein the
activity log is based at least in part on previous information

based on the correlation, determining a modi?cation to a

given association of the given function based on the one
or more grammars; and

providing to the device information indicative of the modi
?cation to the given association of the given function

12. The computer readable medium of claim 8, Wherein the
acknoWledgement of the determined function includes a sub
part on the determined function.

activity logs so as to determine a correlation betWeen the

activity log and the stored activity logs;

1 0. The computer readable medium of claim 9, Wherein the
stored activity logs include one or more activity logs stored
locally at the at least one server entity.

tion of a given function based on one or more gram

mars, and

or more grammars so as to update the grammar-based

textual pattern.
9. The computer readable medium of claim 8, Wherein the

1. A method, comprising:

40

indicative of one or more previous modi?cations provided.

based on the one or more grammars so as to update the

15. A system, comprising:

grammar-based textual pattern.

at least one communication interface;

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the input instruction

at least one processor; and

data storage comprising program instructions executable

includes a text string representative of one or more spoken

by the at least one processor for performing functions

utterances.

comprising:

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determined function

receiving, from a device, an activity log, Wherein the

is further based at least in part on a match of one or more

activity log comprises information indicative of:

portions of the input instruction to the one or more grammars.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising based on the
response determination, associating a con?dence score With a

an input instruction,
50

given grammar-based textual pattern.
5. The method of claim 4, Wherein determining the corre

lation betWeen the activity log and the stored activity logs is

Wherein the grammar-based textual pattern indi

based at least in part on the con?dence score.

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the acknoWledgment of

cates an association of a given function based on
55

the determined function includes an acknoWledgement
indicative of a rejection of the determined function.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the modi?cation to the
given association of the given function based on the one or

one or more grammars, and

a response determination based on an acknoWledg

ment of the determined function;

comparing at least a portion of the activity log With
stored activity logs so as to determine a correlation

more grammars includes one or more of a removal of an 60

betWeen the activity log and the stored activity logs;
based on the correlation, determining a modi?cation to a

association, a replacement of an association With a neW asso

given association of the given function based on the

ciation based on a neW grammar, a replacement of an asso
ciation With a neW association based on a neW function, and
an addition of an association.

8. A computer readable medium having stored thereon

a determined function, Wherein the determined func
tion is based at least in part on a match of the input
instruction to a grammar-based textual pattern,

one or more grammars; and
65

providing to the device information indicative of the
modi?cation to the given association of the given

instructions executable by a computing device to cause the

function based on the one or more grammars so as to

computing device to perform functions comprising:

update the grammar-based textual pattern.
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16. The system of claim 15, wherein the modi?cation to the
given association of the given function based on the one or
more grammars includes one or more of a removal of an

association, a replacement of an association With a neW asso
ciation based on a neW grammar, a replacement of an asso
ciation With a neW association based on a neW function, and
an addition of an association.

17. The system of claim 15, Wherein determining the cor

relation betWeen the activity log and the stored activity logs is
based at least in part on a con?dence score, Wherein the

con?dence score is associated With a given grammar-based

textual pattern.
18. The system of claim 15, further comprising a counter
coupled to the processor, Wherein the counter includes a
counter value indicative of a number of occurrences of the

correlation betWeen the activity log and the stored activity

logs.
19. The system of claim 18, Wherein the counter is con?g
ured to increment the counter value based at least in part on
the number of occurrences.

20

20. The system of claim 18, further comprising program
instructions executable by the at least one processor for per

forming functions, the functions comprising determining the
modi?cation to the given association of the given function
based on the one or more grammars When the counter value 25
exceeds a threshold.

